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The Tower of Consumerism in India

Amandeep Singh, Gagarina Nath, Komal Kaur, Mohnish Landge, Oshal Urade, and

Sachin Arya

Consumerism and its impact on socioeconomic growth and
environmental sustainability in India

India's pursuit of economic growth to improve citizens' quality of life presents a

challenge in balancing development with environmental sustainability.

Navigating the socio-cultural and economic complexities and India's

performance in the Environmental Performance Index requires finding a

sustainable equilibrium. However, the allure of consumerism as a quick-fix

solution to generate jobs and improve financial conditions can perpetuate

inequality and lead to environmental degradation.

This research paper explores consumerism in India using systemic design. Our

comprehensive gigamap visually represents the complex dynamics at play. The

gigamap features a tower-like illustration depicting consumerism, with sections

reflecting society's socioeconomic hierarchy and power dynamics. This visual

context offers valuable insights into the challenges of achieving a sustainable

balance between economic growth and environmental well-being.

The gigamap incorporates leverage points identified through causal maps and

system synthesis maps. These leverage points represent critical intervention

areas with significant potential for impact. By mapping out actors and barriers

within the gigamap, we gain insights into complexities and potential solutions

for promoting sustainability.
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To enhance our understanding, we integrate Kate Raworth's Doughnut Model of

Economics, developed at the University of Oxford. This holistic economic model

considers the ecological ceiling and social foundation necessary for human

well-being. By integrating the Doughnut Model into our gigamap, we propose a

comprehensive framework for achieving sustainable development in India.

Our research aims to provide policymakers, researchers, and stakeholders with

a holistic understanding of the consumerism system in India and the challenges

it poses to socioeconomic growth and environmental sustainability. The

gigamap serves as a powerful visual tool, guiding discussions and interventions

and enabling the design of effective strategies for a more sustainable and

equitable future in India.

KEYWORDS: consumerism, socioeconomic growth, environmental sustainability,

systemic design, gigamap, economic hierarchy, leverage points, doughnut model of

economics, India

RSD TOPICS: Socioecological Design, Economics & Organizations, Society & Culture

Introduction

Consumerism, characterised by the excessive acquisition and consumption of goods

and services, has become a pervasive global phenomenon in recent decades. Its impact

on economic growth and environmental sustainability has garnered significant

attention, particularly in developing countries like India, where rapid economic

expansion and population growth have intensified consumption patterns.

Understanding the complex relationship between consumerism, economic growth, and

environmental sustainability is crucial for designing effective policies and interventions

that promote a balance between economic progress and ecological preservation. This

study aims to delve into the intricate dynamics of consumerism in India, exploring its

implications for both economic growth and environmental sustainability. By adopting a

systemic perspective and leveraging systems thinking and design approaches, this

research seeks to identify the interdependencies, feedback loops, and potential

leverage points within the system, offering insights for developing sustainable
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consumption patterns that foster both economic prosperity and environmental

well-being.

Literature Review

To understand the complex relationship between the environment and economics, we

explored the following literature.

In India, consumerism has grown rapidly due to factors like the expanding middle class,

urbanisation, and globalisation. Works by P. Modak and T. Jackson shed light on this

growth. Debates have emerged regarding the sustainability of consumer-led

development, considering issues like income inequality, resource depletion, and

environmental degradation. Environmental challenges related to consumerism include

energy consumption, waste generation, and climate change impacts.

To analyse this system, we referred to "Design Journeys through Complex Systems

Practice Tools for Systemic Design" by Peter Jones and Kristel van Ael. They provided

frameworks for understanding the interactions within the consumerism-economic

growth-environmental sustainability system.

Applying systems thinking, scholars have used frameworks such as Donella Meadows'

"Twelve Leverage Points to Intervene in a System," Kate Raworth's "Doughnut Model,"

and Prasad Modak's "12 R's for Circular Economy" to identify intervention points and

policy changes. Previous research has also explored policy initiatives addressing

consumerism-related challenges and promoting sustainable consumption.

By combining theoretical frameworks and real-world examples, we aim to develop

strategies for harmonious coexistence between economic progress and environmental

preservation.

Methodology

The research methodology employed a multi-faceted approach to investigate the

dynamics of consumerism, economic growth, and environmental sustainability in India.

It involved a comprehensive literature review, actor mapping, a causal map, and a

timeline to understand the interconnectedness of factors and trace the growth of

consumerism. These elements were integrated into a system map incorporating various
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archetypes and feedback loops. Leveraging systems thinking, potential leverage points

were identified to guide interventions and policy changes. To enhance understanding,

an illustrative approach was adopted using a building as a metaphor for the tower of

consumerism, depicting societal strata and income inequality. This visualisation

effectively conveyed the impacts of consumerism on different segments of society,

highlighting the disparities and challenges associated with prevailing consumption

patterns.

Research Insights

● Economic liberalisation in the 1990s sparked consumerism in India, attracting

foreign investment and stimulating demand for a wide range of consumer goods.

● The Indian middle class plays a significant role in the economy, contributing to

income, spending, and savings, driving economic growth.

● Increasing disposable income among Indian middle-class families is reshaping

consumption patterns, with a focus on luxury goods and experiential purchases.

● GDP fails to consider crucial factors for measuring economic advancement, such

as income equality, ecological sustainability, and standard of living.

● Socioeconomic disparities exacerbate vulnerability to environmental

degradation, particularly among marginalised groups who have limited access to

resources and bear a greater burden of environmental hazards.

● Industry growth often leads to exploitation within supply chains, with

unsustainable practices and human rights violations occurring as a result.

System Analysis

The system map of consumerism highlights the interconnectedness of factors, starting

with Maslow's hierarchy of needs and the conversion of needs into desires through

marketing and socio-economic hierarchies. This drives individuals into a hedonic loop

focused on material possessions, fueling consumerism within the system of capitalism

and economic growth. However, this growth comes at the cost of exploitation and

environmental degradation, disproportionately affecting marginalised communities who

lack opportunities and suffer from limited access to infrastructure. This perpetuates a

vicious cycle, widening the socio-economic hierarchy and pushing more people into the
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hedonic loop. The system map underscores the need for interventions and policies that

address inequality, exploitation, and environmental degradation while promoting

sustainable consumption and equitable societal outcomes.

Findings

Our analysis of the system map revealed that the consumerism system is influenced by

various leverage points, as outlined by Donella Meadows' 12 leverage point principles.

The findings emphasised the importance of incorporating these leverage points to drive

transformative change towards sustainability.

The identified leverage points include constants, parameters, and numbers such as

subsidies, taxes, and standards (Leverage Point 9). By strategically adjusting these

factors, we can incentivise sustainable practices and discourage harmful

environmentally-related behaviours. Regulating negative feedback loops (Leverage Point

8) is crucial to prevent the system from spiralling into destructive patterns while driving

positive feedback loops (Leverage Point 7), which can amplify sustainable practices and

behaviours.

Material flows and nodes of material intersection (Leverage Point 6) play a significant

role in shaping the system's environmental impact. By optimising resource utilisation

and minimising waste, we can promote sustainable material flows. Information flows

(Leverage Point 5) are essential for fostering awareness, education, and knowledge

sharing, enabling individuals to make informed choices.

Addressing the rules of the system (Leverage Point 4), including incentives,

punishments, and constraints, can shape behaviours and steer the system towards

sustainability. The distribution of power over the rules (Leverage Point 3) influences

decision-making and governance structures, requiring equitable and participatory

approaches. Aligning the goals of the system (Leverage Point 2) with sustainability

objectives is crucial to drive concerted action.

Ultimately, to effect lasting change, we must challenge the mindset or paradigm

(Leverage Point 1) that underlies the system. By shifting societal values and perceptions

towards pro-environmental and pro-social values, we can transform the consumerism

system at its core.
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By integrating these leverage points into our framework and solutions, we can catalyse

systemic change, foster sustainability, and create a more resilient and equitable future.

Additionally, we developed a framework within the system map that outlined the

barriers faced by each stakeholder, hindering their role as an agent of change towards

sustainability. By placing oneself within this framework, individuals can identify the

specific barriers they need to overcome to become active participants in the transition

towards a more sustainable system.

Conclusion

In conclusion, this research paper has explored the intricate dynamics of consumerism

in India and its implications for socio-economic growth and environmental

sustainability. By adopting a systemic perspective and leveraging systems thinking and

design approaches, we have identified the interdependencies, feedback loops, and

potential leverage points within the consumerism system. Our analysis emphasises the

need for transformative change to promote sustainable consumption patterns that

foster both economic prosperity and environmental well-being.

Furthermore, the incorporation of Kate Raworth's "Doughnut Model" is significant for

scoping the solutions within our systemic design inquiry. The Doughnut Model provides

a framework for understanding the boundaries of human well-being and ecological

limits. It helps identify the space where socioeconomic development can thrive without

surpassing environmental thresholds. By applying this model, we can ensure that our

proposed interventions and policy changes not only address the challenges of

consumerism but also align with the broader goal of achieving sustainable development

within the safe operating space of the planet.

By integrating the identified leverage points and the insights from the Doughnut Model,

we can develop strategies that tackle the root causes of consumerism while promoting

equitable socio-economic growth and environmental preservation in India. This

research contributes to the growing body of knowledge on systemic approaches to

sustainability and provides a foundation for future studies and practical interventions in

the field.
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Detail: Systems synthesis map
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Detail: Systems map
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Gigamap

This gigamap was created as a distillation of the research insights.

Gigamap of Consumerism in India
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